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Introduction
Most of real natural, technical, and social systems exhibit recurrent behavior, which means that certain states of sys-tems repeat over time often [1] . There are methods of recurrent plots (RP) [2] to visualize recurrent behavior of systems. They represent the basis for methods of quantitative analysis of recurrence (RQA). Recently, scientists use RP and RQA
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methods in various sciences [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] . A paper [7] presents the current state of RP and RQA methods. Capabilities of RQA methods depend on adequacy of RP mapping of the recurrent behavior of real systems substantially. Therefore, one should pay special attention to accuracy of mapping of recurrent states of systems in RP for real systems. Accuracy of mapping of recurrent states of systems in RP calculation depends on specific measurement conditions and methods of processing of measurement information implemented in the case. One of the limitations of the known methods of RP calculation for a given norm functional [7] is the dependence of accuracy of mapping of recurrent states on the threshold used, that is the threshold uncertainty of methods of RP calculation. Under various and changing conditions, which are characteristic for most of applications, the threshold uncertainty of methods reduces accuracy in displaying the recurrent states of real systems. An existing variety of types of real systems, conditions for measurement of their states, and presence of threshold uncertainty of known methods for RP calculation, which reduce accuracy of displaying of recurrent states. Therefore, the necessity to increase accuracy of mapping of RP under real conditions creates the problem of improvement of known methods for calculation of RP.
Literature review and problem statement
RP and RQA methods are applicable to results of real measurements of a state of dynamic systems. Therefore, they are an attractive tool for studies on behavior of complex dynamic systems in various fields [2] . The state vector of dynamical systems has a finite size usually, and it varies in time. In time-discrete measurements, the state vector determines coordinates of a point, which moves along a certain trajectory of system states, in the corresponding phase space at a fixed moment in time. The recurrence of system states at different moments of time means that arbitrary points of the indicated trajectory turn out to be close in some sense [4] . RP methods, in contrast to the methods of correlation dimension [8, 9] , give a possibility to map multidimensional trajectories of states of complex dynamic systems in a 2-dimensional phase space. The methods take into account perturbations and distortions in measurement channels in the structure of dynamics of system states. Following paper [10] , it is possible to judge the structure of dynamics of states of a whole system by measurement of only one measured coordinate of the state vector. However, such measurement creates additional uncertainty in RP calculation in the form of a parameter of the embedding dimension. Work [11] considers a method for forecasting of dangerous states of atmospheric pollution in industrial cities based on a measure of recurrence of states for one coordinate only. There are RP calculation and the proposed measures of recurrence performed for a usual metric (distance) in the space of all real numbers. The work does not consider other types of metrics and their corresponding metric spaces. Paper [12] considers a method for RP calculation for the state vector of wind velocity in five regions of Nigeria. The study considers a linear space with Euclidean metric only. It does not consider other metrics and spaces, and large-scale transformation of thresholds in RP calculation. There is parameterization of RP calculation under conditions of artifacts in the reconstructed state vector [10] considered in work [13] . The study considers Euclidean metric of space. It does not consider other types of metrics and threshold scaling. Paper [14] studies methods of RP calculation for the reconstructed vector of states of the Earth's magnetosphere. The paper studies normalized linear spaces with maximum metrics and Chebyshev metrics only. Work [15] considers a solution for the problem of recognition and classification of various human motor activities. It proposes to exclude the threshold and to calculate distance matrices instead of RP to overcome the threshold uncertainty of methods of RP calculation under such conditions associated with difficulties and errors. However, such approach is not constructive in our opinion, since it leads to an additional problem of determination of recurrent states by the distance matrix. The solution for this problem is possible by the use of a neural network, which has its known disadvantages and limitations. Paper [16] considers the use of the method of RP calculation in a space with a Euclidean metric to analyze behavior of various biological systems. Authors note that measurements, time delays, dimension of an embedding and a threshold influence accuracy of RP calculation affect accuracy of RP calculation. Authors specify that the threshold should be different for each set of measurements, but it should not exceed 10 % of the maximum diameter, which corresponds to the phase space.
A method of RP calculation for irregular measurements based on a metric space with a metric in the form of a distance between the corresponding measurements is important for applications [17] . Work [7] presents general recommendations to overcome threshold uncertainty. Authors note that it is possible to overcome threshold uncertainty by fixing a threshold value based on requirements of a specific research task. Authors of paper [18] state that a threshold should be a function of the standard deviation in measurements in order to identify characteristics of dynamics of states of a real system during RP calculation. However, they do not identify a type of the function itself. They only note that such method of determination of a threshold can be useful for any method of RP calculation. Authors of work [19] consider combination of a multilevel network approach and recurrent networks for analysis of behavior of multidimensional states. However, the work considers the state vector in a normed space with a Euclidean metric only. It does not consider other types of metrics and spaces. Paper [20] describes new methods of RP calculation for drilling data with the purpose to study dynamics of an ore body formation system. The study considers a normed space of a general form with an arbitrary metric without its specification. Work [1] studies a method of RP calculation for the state vector of dynamic systems in an abstract phase space with a trivial metric. Paper [21] studies features of RP calculation for localization of transient processes in systems [21] . It notes that it is possible to use spaces of states with different metrics in the methods of RP calculation. But it does not consider an impact of metrics and threshold scaling on the result of RP calculation. Authors of work [22] consider application of the RP method of carbon monoxide concentration for early detection of indoor fires [22] . However, studies consider measurements in one-dimensional space with ordinary and exponential distance metrics only. And studies do not consider multidimensional spaces and threshold scaling. Work [23] considers methods and devices for self-adjusting detection of dangerous factors of early fires in a one-dimensional case. Authors note that the choice of a threshold is a key to reliable detection [24] .
Our analysis shows that the base of known methods of RP calculation are normalized linear spaces of finite dimension and various types of metrics. The methods of RP calcu-lation in linear spaces with uniform, Euclidean, and maximal metric that define the corresponding proper topology of spaces, are more studied methods for now. Therefore, RP will be different for the same system calculated in spaces with different metrics. Methods of RP calculation in spaces with other types of metrics are less studied. In addition to the metric, the recurrence threshold affects accuracy of mapping of recurrent states of systems in RP. Therefore, the problem of selection of the recurrence threshold becomes a key problem for the methods of calculation of RP, which map real recurrence of system states adequately [1] . At present, there are several known threshold selection heuristics [7, 25] . However, they are applicable for particular conditions. They are limited to well-known metrics and they have significant implementation disadvantages. So, we can state that an important and unresolved part of the problem of improvement of the well-known methods of RP calculation is a lack of threshold transformation methods, which provide a reflection of recurrence of states adequate to real systems.
The aim and objectives of the study
The objective of the study is to develop a method of semi-adaptive scaling transformation of the threshold during calculation of recurrent plots. The method should provide an adequate mapping of recurrent states of real systems in natural and technical spheres.
We set the following tasks to achieve the objective: -theoretical substantiation of the method of semi-adaptive scaling transformation of the threshold during calculation of recurrent plots for complex dynamic systems;
experimental verification of efficiency of the method of semi-adaptive scaling transformation of the threshold during calculation of recurrent plots using an example of real dynamics of states of dangerous atmospheric pollutants.
Theoretical substantiation of the method of semi-adaptive scaling transformation of the threshold during calculation of recurrent plots
The base of RP calculation methods are measurements of an arbitrary m-dimensional Z i vector of states of the dynamic system under study at i discrete time moments. We can determine them from expression
where Θ(*) is the Heaviside function; ɛ is the recurrence threshold or a limit size of a neighborhood of a point characterized by Z i vector at i time moment in the space under study; ǁ*ǁ is the sign of the norm in the space; N S is the maximum number of measurements of Z i vector of system states. Following expression (1), RP for an arbitrary Z i vector will depend on the chosen norm and ɛ recurrence threshold in the general case. For a fixed ɛ threshold, different norms will affect a series of recurrent points in (1) . If the norm is given, a too small ε threshold can lead to absence of recurrence points in RP, although they exist in a real system in fact. On the other hand, if ε threshold is too large, almost every point, which corresponds to the state vector in the phase space, will turn out to be recurrent to any other point. It means that, for a given norm, the choice of ɛ recurrence threshold should be consistent and compromise in (1) . In the general case, the development of threshold selection methods is necessary in (1) to ensure calculation of RP, which are adequate for dynamic systems under study. The presence of measurement noise distorts RP additionally (1) . Therefore, a paper [26] proposes to choose a fixed ɛ threshold equal to several percent of the maximum diameter of the phase space under study in (1) . However, the threshold should not exceed 10 % of the average or maximum diameter of the phase space. The basis of another approach is a given model of dynamics of a system state in the form of a composition of a deterministic component and a random component with σ given standard deviation σ [27] . We must choose ε threshold according to the condition ε>5σ for an adequate mapping of RP. Absence of adaptation of the threshold to the specified norm and conditions for measurement of system states, complexity and non-universality of the known norms and metrics of spaces in the methods of RP calculation limit ability to map recurrent states, which are adequate to real systems. Therefore, there is a need to develop a method for adaptive threshold transformation taking into account a given norm for RP calculation. The method provides an adequate mapping of dynamics of recurrent states of complex systems.
We can consider the proposed transition to some improved space due to introduction of an additional geometric characteristic in the form of a scalar product of two vectors as the basis for development of such method [28] . Following [28] , the scalar product will generate the norm in the improved space. The norm, in turn, will generate the corresponding metric of the following form
Taking into account (2), we can describe the RP calculation method (1) for arbitrary m-dimensional Z i state vectors of the system under study in the considered space of the improved structure by the expression
We can see from expression (3) that the norm in RP calculation is equivalent to the norm of the method (1) generating the Euclidean metric in the space of an improved structure. An important feature of method (3) is that the scalar product of the difference of the corresponding state vectors of a system replaces calculation of the Euclidean metric. ɛ threshold is fixed in the method (3). We can select it based on well-known approaches and recommendations [26, 27] . In contrast to (1), the scalar product (Z i -Z j ) T (Z i -Z j ) in (3) contains information not only on the squared distance between Z i and Z j state vectors of the system with the Euclidean metric, but also information on the squared lengths of the mentioned vectors and the mutual angular position of the vectors in the considered improved space. The information contained in the scalar product (Z i -Z j ) T (Z i -Z j ) in (3) makes possible to develop and to implement the method of semi-adaptive scaling transformation of ɛ threshold for the Euclidean metric in (1) . The essence of the method is that ɛ threshold is not fixed. We determine it by adaptive scaling transformation in accordance with the measured Z i and Z j state vectors for a fixed value of γ angle between the mentioned vectors in the space under study. Following the cosine theorem, we can show that the following expression determines the semi-adaptive threshold
Based on the expression (4), ɛ(Z i , Z j , γ) threshold is adaptive to Z i and Z j state vectors and depends on γ angle between the vectors. The value of γ angle sets the boundary level of the angular recurrence of states of the system. If we set γ=πα/180 in (4), then α value specifies the acceptable angular sector in degrees. We consider Z j state vectors as recurrent to Z i state vectors at i time moment in the improved space within the mentioned angular sector. α value of the acceptable angular sector determines the recurrence for nonzero state vectors. Therefore, the calculation of (3) at the threshold (4) ensures the invariance of RP to measurements of state vectors. The RP calculation method (3) corresponds to the mapping of dynamics in the case of conical neighborhoods of recurrence instead of traditional spherical neighborhoods.
Experimental verification of operability of the method of semi-adaptive scaling threshold transformation
We tested operability of the proposed method based on experimental data on measurements of real dynamics of typical dangerous gas pollutants in the urban atmosphere. We know that the main sources of urban air pollution are motor vehicles [29] , fires [30, 31] and accidents at critical infrastructure facilities [32] . There is a stable relationship between global atmospheric pollution and the greenhouse effect, acid rain [33] , and pollution of aquiferous layers [34] . Therefore, we chose formaldehyde (СН 2 О), ammonia (NН 3 ), and carbon monoxide (CO) as the measured components of the state vector of atmospheric pollution. Paper [35] describes experimental research methodology in detail. We measured the concentration of atmospheric gas pollution with a portable DRÄGER PAC 7000 gas analyzer (Germany). It provided a short response time (up to 20 s) and high measurement accuracy (0.01 mg/m 3 ). We chose the interval of measurements of exceeding of the maximum permissible concentrations (MPC) of the mentioned pollutants in the atmosphere as the test interval. It was from 13:00 on May 3, 2018 (i=490) to 01:00 on May 11, 2018 (i=520). Fig. 1 shows the results of measurements of dynamics of the concentrations of formaldehyde (red curve), ammonia (blue curve) and carbon monoxide (brown curve) in the atmosphere relatively to their MPC in the test interval.
One can see in Fig. 1 that the interval between 504 and 511 points is the most dangerous state of atmospheric pollution in the test interval. We calculated RP in accordance with (1) for ɛ fixed threshold equal to 4 arbitrary units for normed spaces with a uniform, Euclidean, and maximal metric firstly to verify effectiveness of the proposed method according to the data in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding diagrams calculated for this case. Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of the threshold value on RP structure is with a lower threshold ɛ=2.
Then, during verification, we calculated RP for the same fixed ɛ threshold values equal to 4 and 2 arbitrary units in the proposed improved space, following the expression (4). Fig. 4 shows the results of RP calculations of for this case.
Next, we calculated RP of atmospheric pollution in the test interval, taking into account the implementation of the proposed method (3), but for various α values of the acceptable angle of recurrence cone when implementing the method of semi-adaptive transformation of the threshold (4). The red oval denotes the region of recurrence on RP in Fig. 5 . It maps presence of a laminar state in the atmosphere. Such state has dangerous excesses of MPC for formaldehyde and ammonia and corresponds to 507 points of experimental data.
Discussion of results from experimental verification of the proposed method
The results of measurement ( Fig. 1 ) of the dynamics of the excess of MPC for concentrations of formaldehyde (red curve), ammonia (blue curve) and carbon monoxide (brown curve) in the atmosphere indicate an unequal level of pollution in the test interval under study. The most dangerous state of atmospheric pollution is the interval between 504 and 511 measurement points (10-fold excess of MPC for formaldehyde and a double excess for ammonia).
The experimental verification of the well-known method of RP calculation for a fixed threshold and various metrics of the normalized space used indicates the heterogeneity of the structural mappings shown in Fig. 2, 3 . The form of the mapped RP structure depends on the threshold and space metric. Following the structures in Fig. 2, 3 , for a fixed threshold ε, we can see that RP make possible to interpret recurrent states of systems in the sense of proximity of distances only in the case of using the Euclidean metric of spaces. Vertical and horizontal sets of black dots on RP are characteristic for laminar states of a polluted atmosphere, when concentrations of pollution are not dispersed by the atmosphere by various reasons. Such conditions are dangerous. They can cause many emergency situations of delayed manifestation. We should note that laminar states have different degrees of accuracy for all considered metrics. The set of white dots on the RP characterizes absence of recurrence of the corresponding states of the polluted atmosphere. White points may appear due to a possible short-term loss of recurrence of states with i subsequent transition to a laminar state or lack of regularity of measurements. In the general case, a decrease in the fixed ε threshold leads to a greater detailing of RP structure (alternation of black and white dots) for all considered metrics. RP of the vector of states of atmospheric pollution in the test interval ( Fig. 1) in the improved space for various values of the fixed ɛ threshold (Fig. 4) indicate the coincidence of RP structures for the same threshold values for the Euclidean metric. Because the metric used in (3) is equivalent to the Euclidean metric in determination of the norm in (1) . The definition of the norm in (3) is slightly simpler in comparison with (1) in terms of calculations. An important feature of the representation of the norm in (3) in an improved space compared to (1) is the possibility of implementation of the proposed method of semi-adaptive scaling threshold transformation, which is absent in case (1) .
Analysis of RP in Fig. 5 and areas marked with an oval of red color shows that it is possible to achieve greater information content and adequacy of mapping according to real systems when implementing the proposed method in the improved space. We compared the results of experimental studies with the theoretical basis of the proposed method and revealed that the method has the important feature to map dangerous states in dynamical systems characterized by their laminar states. And there is no need in information on the meteorological situation in case of atmospheric pollution. We established that the value of α affects accuracy of mapping of recurrent states, and ability of RP to detect dangerous states in various dynamic systems in the case of implementation of the method of semi-adaptive transformation of the threshold. So, with a decrease in α, the accuracy of mapping of RP of the real states of dynamic systems increases. However, we must take into account that recurrent states will not be mapped in RP at α=0. We established experimentally that it is necessary to choose working values of α from the interval: 1-5°. Rectangular clusters of black dots in RP indicate presence of corresponding recurrent states in Fig. 5 . However, they are not features of the studied atmospheric pollution, since they are appeared due to features of the primary processing used and correspond to the moments of absence of measurements. In addition, the scalar product of vectors generates three-parameter conical neighborhoods of recurrence instead of the traditional one-parameter spherical neighborhoods in the improved space for the Euclidean metric. The paradigm of a three-parameter conical neighborhood of state recurrence changes the traditional concept of spherical recurrence to the concept of extended generalized recurrence. Introduction of three-parameter conical neighborhoods made possible to develop a method of semi-adaptive scaling transformation of the threshold. Adaptation of the threshold takes place to the measured state vectors of the system, providing measuring invariance of RP. And the angular size of the state recurrence cone provides the required accuracy of RP calculation. Therefore, the proposed method of semi-adaptive scaling transformation of the threshold provides calculation of RP, which are adequate to real dynamic systems.
We can implement applications based on the developed method for early detection of dangerous pollution of the surface layer of the atmosphere with the purpose of using it in intelligent urban transport control systems for development of decision support systems under conditions of possible preconditions for emergency situations and timely warning of the population.
A possible limitation of the study is validity of the assumption of nonzero values of the measured state vectors of the system under study. There is a false recurrence of states for zero state vectors, which correspond to the case of absence of measurements usually. The false recurrence is undesirable in quantitative analysis. Therefore, elimination of false recurrence can be a possible direction for the development of the study.
Conclusions
1. We developed a method of semi-adaptive scaling transformation of the threshold. The method provides RP calculation, which maps recurrence of states of real dynamic systems in natural and technical spheres adequately. A new scientific result is the development of the theoretical basis of the method of semi-adaptive scaling transformation of the threshold during RP calculation based on improvement of linear normed spaces. The developed method of semi-adaptive scaling transformation of the threshold provides RP calculation with increased information content, low complexity, invariance with respect to a length and size of state vectors, and possibility of implementation under irregular measurements.
2. We tested the operability of the proposed method of semi-adaptive scaling transformation of the threshold based on experimental measurements of concentrations of formaldehyde, ammonia, and carbon monoxide in the atmosphere of a typical industrial city with traditional stationary and mobile sources of pollution. Taking into account the proposed method, the obtained results of RP calculation confirmed its operability. We found that RP calculation during the semi-adaptive transformation of the threshold for various α angular sizes of a cone of recurrence equal to 1°, 5°, 10°, and 20° indicates that, the accuracy of RP in detection of dangerous states in dynamic systems increases with a decrease in α angular dimension of a cone. We established experimentally that values of α should be 1-5° for adequate mapping of recurrent states of real dynamic systems with the use of RP calculation.
